The infrared spectrum of the weakly-bound C2H4 -CO2 complex is investigated in the region of the 3 fundamental band of CO2 (2350 cm -1 ), using a tunable OPO laser source to probe a pulsed supersonic slit jet expansion. The spacing of the various K-subbands in this perpendicular (K = 1) spectrum is very irregular, and the pattern of irregularity is quite different from that observed previously in another C2H4 -CO2 band by Bemish et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 103, 7788 (1995)]. But by allowing for the different symmetry of the 3 (CO2) upper vibrational state, both results can be strikingly well explained using the 'double internal rotor' model as described by Bemish et al.
Introduction
The only previous high-resolution spectroscopic study of the weakly-bound complex C2H4 -CO2 was reported by Bemish, Block, Pedersen and Miller, 1 who recorded its infrared spectrum in the region of the 9 fundamental band of ethylene (3100 cm -1 ). This spectrum was analyzed in terms of a number of perpendicular subbands such as Ka = 1  2, 0  1, 1  0, 2  1, etc., with c-type rotational selection rules. But the spacing of these subbands was found to deviate significantly from the value (2A, where A is the rotational constant corresponding to the smallest principal moment of inertia) normally expected for a semi-rigid asymmetric rotor molecule. The nominal structure of the complex was determined to be "stacked parallel" as shown here in Fig. 1 , with the CO2 monomer lying in a symmetric position parallel to the plane of the C2H4 monomer. Bemish et al. 1 were able to successfully explain the deviations noted in their spectrum by using a hindered internal rotation model in which the two monomers were partly free to rotate with respect to each other around the axis connecting their centers of mass.
The barrier to this rotation was determined to be about 6.6 cm -1 .
In the present paper, we study the spectrum of C2H4 -CO2 in the region of the CO2 3 asymmetric stretch fundamental (2350 cm -1 ). We observe similar perpendicular subbands (now with b-type selection rules) and similar large deviations of the subband spacing from the normal 2A value. But the pattern of our deviations is very different from that of Bemish et al. 1 . It turns out that these differences can be remarkably well explained using the same hindered rotor model as long as we remember that only odd values are allowed for the CO2 rotational quantum number in the upper state of our transition (CO2 3), as compared to only even values in both the upper and lower states of their spectrum. Some other reported spectra of weakly-bound complexes containing ethylene include ethylene dimer and trimer, 2-4 ethylene-rare gas, 5-7 ethylene-nitrous oxide, 8 and ethylene-hydrogen halide. 9,10 2. Results
Subband origins
Here we outline what we mean by 'subband origin' and how these origins were determined. Bemish et al., 1 whose analysis we follow, did not explain exactly how they did this and did not report their subband origin values. We use a simple rigid near-prolate asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian whose matrix, after symmetrization, has diagonal terms given by
where A, B, and C are the usual rotational constants and the last () term applies only to K = 1 levels. Here and in the remainder of the paper, K = Ka unless otherwise indicated. In addition to this diagonal term, the asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian contains off-diagonal terms involving (B -C) connecting basis states differing by 2 in K. This results in further shifts to all levels when the matrix is diagonalized.
Transition frequencies σ are given by the difference between excited and ground state energies. Neglecting off-diagonal shifts, this is given by C', B", and C", where ' and " refer to the upper and lower states, respectively, and 0 is the overall vibrational band origin. This defines the subband origin, sb(K', K"). The off-diagonal shifts slightly complicate the determination of subband origins because they depend on the spacing of the different stacks of K-levels. For example, K = 0 and 2 energies depend on the energy difference between K = 0 and 2. But in the present case this K spacing is irregular and not well represented by AK 2 , so how can we do a rigid rotor fit without using A? To deal with this problem, we determined the subband origins in an iterative fashion, first starting with a fixed value of A, next fitting these preliminary subband origins with the internal rotor model described below, and then re-determining the subband origins using the internal rotor model for the K-stack energies.
Fortunately the convergence of the iteration was rapid, because the off-diagonal shifts are relatively small.
Experimental spectrum
Spectra were recorded as described previously, 11-13 using a pulsed supersonic slit jet expansion probed by a rapid-scan optical parametric oscillator source. The gas expansion mixture contained about 0.02% carbon dioxide plus 0.06% ethylene in helium carrier gas with a backing pressure of about 17 atmospheres. Spectra were also recorded with a mixture containing only CO2 and He to help verify which spectral features required C2H4. Wavenumber calibration was carried out by simultaneously recording signals from a fixed etalon and a reference gas cell containing room temperature CO2. The effective spectral resolution was about 0.002 cm -1 and the measurement accuracy for unblended lines was about 0.0002 cm -1 .
The central portion of the observed spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 . Here we have 'clipped out' the known transitions of CO2 monomer, CO2-He dimer, 14 and CO2-He2 trimer 15, 16 in order to show only features requiring C2H4. This is a b-type perpendicular band, with Ka = 1, Kc = 1, 3, since the CO2 3 transition moment lies along the b-axis of the complex (Fig. 1) . In contrast, the CO2-C2H4 band studied previously 1 was c-type, with Ka = 1, Kc = 0, since the C2H4 9 transition moment lies along the complex c-axis. The simulated asymmetric rotor spectrum in Fig. 2 represents the observed spectrum fairly well, including only the K = 1  0 and 0  1 subbands. But when we extended the simulation to include the higher-K subbands in the rest of the band, it was not possible to achieve anything close to a satisfactory fit. This was similar to the problem encountered by Bemish et al. 1 The entire spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 . Here the strong and somewhat broad lines indicated with asterisks are probably due to larger clusters containing CO2 and C2H4 (trimers, tetramers, etc.), but most of the remaining sharp lines could be successfully assigned to the CO2-C2H4 dimer even though the asymmetric rotor simulation was poor.
A total of 108 transitions was assigned, with values of J and K ranging up to 8 and 5, respectively. They are given as Supplementary Information. We then analyzed these transitions using multiple rigid-rotor fits in the iterative fashion described above. This resulted in the subband origins shown as vertical lines at the top of Fig. 3 , whose irregular spacing is immediately evident. Tables 1 and 2 2), but with an important difference. Their irregularities were roughly symmetric with respect to the overall band origin; for example, the spacing between the K = 2  3 and 1  2 subbands was similar to that between the 2  1 and 3  2 subbands. However, our irregularities ( Fig. 3) are distinctly not symmetric around the band origin; for example, the K = 2  3 to 1  2 spacing is much smaller than the 2  1 to 3  2 spacing. This asymmetry is closely related to the fact that our upper state (CO2 3) has a different symmetry than the ground state. As shown below, both the previous and current results can be very well explained using the same internal rotor model proposed in Ref. 1.
Significant broadening was observed for some of the lines in our spectrum, which we attribute to shortened lifetimes in the excited state, that is, to predissociation. But the exact widths were difficult to measure because of the crowded nature of the spectrum. Broadening was most noticeable for the upper asymmetry doubling components of K' = 1 (that is, JKaKc = 110, 211, etc.). These levels are involved in the strong but messy K = 1  0 Q-branch around 2348.0 cm -1 .
We estimated widths of roughly 0.002 cm -1 , or greater, for J = 1, 2, and 4, and 0.006 cm -1 , or greater, for J = 3. The lower components of K' = 1, involved in the K = 1  0 P-and R-branches, were only slightly broadened (0.001 cm -1 ), at least for J = 1 to 5. Similar broadening of K' = 1 transitions was of course also observed in the K = 1  2 subband. Levels with K' = 0, 3, and 5
showed little or no obvious broadening. Levels with K' = 2 had widths of roughly 0.003 cm -1 .
The level with K' = 4, J = 4 was significantly broadened (0.006 cm -1 ), but the higher-J K' = 4 levels were sharper (0.002 cm -1 ).
Internal rotation model
In the We used the internal rotation model to fit the observed subband origins. As mentioned above, the analysis was iterative, in that the origins were first approximately determined, then fitted with the internal rotation model, and then refined using the model results for the K stack energies to make a series of new rigid rotor fits to each individual subband. Correct assignment of the subbands involving K = 4 and 5 was not obvious at first (because of irregular spacing) and was greatly aided by the preliminary model fits. The final self-consistent results of the analysis are given in Table 1 (calculated subband origins), Table 2 (rigid rotor rotational constants), and Table 3 (fitted band origin and internal rotation parameters). In the final fit, we gained a significant improvement by allowing the monomer rotational constants, B(CO2) and C(C2H4) to vary, rather than fixing them at the free monomer values. This resulted in slightly increased values for these parameters, +0.9% for B(CO2) and +2.9% for C(C2H4). We can rationalize these increases by considering the rocking motion of each monomer relative to the a-axis (Fig. 1) , which reduces their projection on the a-axis, thus reducing the moment of inertia and increasing the effective rotational constant. The same effect occurs, for example, in the T-shaped CO2-Ar complex, whose A-value is about 1.8% larger than B(CO2), which it would equal if the structure were rigid. 17 So it is quite reasonable that the rotational constants in our internal rotation model should be slightly larger than their free monomer values.
Discussion and conclusions
The hindered internal rotor analysis of the observed CO2-C2H4 subband origins (Table 1) , which involves 10 observed values and 4 adjustable parameters, fits remarkably well. It gives us a value for the overall band origin, ν0 = 2347.683 cm -1 , which represents a vibrational shift of -1.460 cm -1 relative to the free CO2 monomer origin. But the most interesting result is perhaps the height of the barrier to internal rotation, 2a. Our value of 2a = 6.96(5) cm -1 is about 5% larger than the value of 6.6 cm -1 obtained by Bemish et al., 1 which we consider to be good agreement.
As for the reason for the 5% difference, this is difficult to investigate because details of the analysis (e.g. subband origins) are not given in Ref. 1. We can, however, say that the difference is not due to the fact that we allowed B(CO2) and C(C2H4) to vary in the fit, because this did not significantly affect the resulting value of 2a. 
The agreement is not so good for (B -C) of K = 0 and 2, but this is perhaps understandable because (B -C) is less directly determined in these cases because it is offdiagonal and thus more dependent on exactly how the rigid rotor analysis was done. Table 2 also shows a tendency for a slight decrease (of the order of 0.0001 cm -1 ) in the value of (B + C)/2 for our excited state relative to the ground state, which is quite reasonable.
To date, the microwave pure rotational spectrum of CO2-C2H4 has not been observed.
This spectrum will be relatively weak because it depends on a small induced dipole moment, but should still be detectable thanks to the high experimental sensitivity possible in the microwave region. It will be have a-type selection rules, and will thus tend to give precise information on the ground state B and C rotational parameters, but not on A. Unfortunately, therefore, microwave spectra would probably not tell us any more about the most interesting aspect of the rotational energy level structure, namely the spacing between levels with different Ka-values.
In conclusion, the vibration-rotation band of the CO2-C2H4 complex corresponding to the 3 fundamental of CO2 has been observed and analyzed. The spectrum was detected in a pulsed supersonic slit jet expansion as probed using a tunable OPO laser source. The band has b-type rotational selection rules, Ka = 1, and distinct perpendicular subbands with Ka = 1  0, 0  1, 2  1, etc. The spacing of these subbands was found to be irregular, and the pattern of irregularity was very different from that observed in the only previous observation of CO2-C2H4, made by Bemish et al. 1 in the C2H4 9 fundamental region. The irregular spacings in both cases can be remarkably well explained by a simple hindered internal rotation model, 1 as long as the different symmetry of the present upper state (CO2 3) is taken into account. We obtain a value of 2a = 6.96(5) cm -1 for the height of the barrier to internal rotation, slightly larger than the value of 6.6 cm -1 determined previously. 1
Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material includes a table giving observed and fitted line positions for CO2-C2H4.
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